A new finite element method is proposed for the numerical solution of a class of initial-boundary value problems for first-order hyperbolic systems in one space
where p is mass density, G is momentum density (averaged through the pipe crosssection), a = a(p) is the isothermal speed of sound, L is pipe length, and / = /(|G|) > 0 is a friction factor. We assume that the friction factor is described by the Moody diagram; see [12, pp. 288-289] .
In this case there exist positive constants Gc and f0
such that /(|G|) = /0|G|-1 for \G\ < Gc. There also exists a positive constant fx such that lim f{\G\)=fl.
The boundary conditions above correspond to supplying the mass rate of flow at x = 0, L. Conditions on the data and the friction factor guaranteeing the existence of global smooth solutions to (1.3) have been given by the author in [7] .
We now describe the finite element spaces used for our procedure for (1.1). Set / = [0, 1 ] and for E C / define Pk{E) = {z: I -► R zfg. is a polynomial of degree < k}. We shall often write M for Mk(r, 6). We also set |M=|Mk(r,ô)={||zEMfc(r,ô)}.
We shall assume that the families of spaces Uk(r, 5) considered in this paper are based on meshes S that are quasi-uniform, i.e., there exists Cx > 0 independent of h such that K (1.5) min-p>C,.
n * Iff, g G L2(I), denote </, g> = P/gdxWe propose the following method to approximate (1.1):
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use The terms multiplied by the constant ß in (1.6b) represent penalty terms to impose the boundary conditions. Let , . y = max \a22(x, t, u(x, t), v(x, t))\.
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We show that the scheme (1.6) is convergent if ß > y/2. If a22 = 0, it follows that the scheme (1.6) is convergent for ß = 0. We must also require that M C Cl(I), i.e., k > 1, if a22 #0. Otherwise the term will not be defined.
We denote by H', for / a positive integer, the Sobolev space of functions on / with / derivatives in L2(I) and norm {a22(U, V)VX, x>, XG ;' r\ dkz dkz ' k=oJodxkdxk
We shall prove the following theorem in Section 5 : Theorem 1. Let (u, v) be the solution to (1.1) and assume that there exists C2 < °° such that sup ( II« II, + llu II,) < C2, JfT [ II«, II2 + ht II2 ] dt < C2.
Assume that U(0) G M, V(0) G dU/dx satisfy, for some C3 < °°, (1.8) 11/7(0) -u0 II + ||K(0) -v0 II < C3hr.
Suppose that ß > 7/2, that k > 1 if a22 ^ 0, and that r>2 if the system (1.1) is nonlinear. Then there exists h0 > 0 and C such that the solution (U, V) of (1.6) exists on [0, T] for h <hQ and such that (1.9) \\U(t) -u(t) II + II n0 -vit) II < Chr for t G [0, T], h < h0.
We note that the estimate (1.9) is of optimal order for v. It has not yet been determined whether the order of this estimate for the approximation of u can be improved in general. The optimality of the result (1.9) is discussed in more detail in Section 5. Our procedure should be compared to the standard finite element procedure [2] , to be discussed in Section 2, for approximating the solution of first-order hyperbolic systems. Although high convergence rates can be proven for both the standard finite element procedure and our alternative procedure, there are important qualitative differences in the solutions they produce. It is shown in Section 2 that the numerical solution produced by the standard finite element procedure has dispersion properties unlike those of the exact solution of the differential equations. This behavior has been noted by, among others, Hedstrom [5] and Platzman [9] . We show in Section 2 that for a model problem which is a linearization of (1.3) our proposed procedure yields a solution with dispersion properties similar to those of the solution of the differential equations.
In Section 3 we discuss the qualitative nature of the solution of ( 
The solution of (2.1) is easily constructed through Fourier analysis. If Note that T^ = 0. Thus, we see that U(t) = P(cos Nnx), V(t) = P(sin Ntix) = 0 is a nonconstant steady-state solution to (2.2). Furthermore, we see from Graph #1
that the most spatially oscillatory components of the solution of (2.2) have a low frequency in time even though the spatially oscillatory components of the solution of (2.1) have high frequency in time.
We can also see this phenomena for (2.2) and general spaces M = Mk(r, 5) as 
We note that by elimination of Fin (2.7) we see that Usatisfies
Hence, our procedure reduces in this special case to the standard method for the wave equation.
An explicit solution to (2.7) can be constructed as follows. Let Xfc be the ktb. In the case M = M0(l, S), where S is a uniform mesh of size 1/N, N a positive integer, we can take Uk = P(cos knx) and
A comparison of the graph of cok and Vk with the graph of vk = kn (see Graph #1)
shows the superior dispersion relation given by scheme (2.7). Intuitively, the graph
shows that only about one-half of the degrees of freedom in the standard method are useful in approximating the solution, whereas for the proposed method all of the degrees of freedom are useful. this is true for a linearized version of (1.3) and examine the behavior of our numerical method in these two limiting situations. If we linearize (1.3) about constant mass density p > 0 and momentum density G = 0, we obtain the system (after scaling the length)
for positive constants L, d, and /where L is pipe length, a = o(ß) is the isothermal speed of sound, and /is a constant friction factor. We consider, for simplicity, the case of homogeneous boundary conditions
We obtain, by eliminating the variable G from (3.1)-(3.2), the damped wave
Now suppose that the initial data is such that for m a positive integer (3.5a) p{x, 0) = am cos(wrrx) and pt{x, 0) = ßm cos{m-nx).
Then it is easily checked that the solution to (3.5) is given by
where ym=-{[l±s/l-4m2«2L-2o2r*), cmJm~1>m.
-r -yt
If 7~ = ym for some m, then small modifications of the following arguments are necessary. Let p j (x, i) = cm e7m t cos(mirx), p2 (x, t) = cm e7™ cos(wttx).
Note that p = px + p2. We first consider the case when
A simple calculation shows that under the condition (3.7) we have that Next, we consider the case when (3.10) m27r2I-2â2/-2«l, I0j«k*m/l.
Then it is easily verified that
It also follows from (3.10) that \cm\ « \c~\ so that
Hence, we see from (3.11) and (3.12) that under the conditions (3.10) we have that the solution of (3.5) is approximated by the solution of the diffusion equation
We shall now show that under the conditions (3.7) our numerical solution to
3) is close to the standard finite element method for the wave equation Proof of Lemma 1. We shall prove the estimate (4.2) for the numerical solution given by (3.14). The proof that (4.1) holds for the differential problem is analogous. Suppose that the solution p(t) = ~LMcm(t)Um G M to (3.14) has initial conditions M m Pi0)=Z<*mVm, Pti0)=£ßmUm. In what follows we denote by W1,00 the Sobolev space of functions with / weak derivatives in L°°{I) and norm
It is well known that there exists C4 < °°, depending only on Cx of (1.5) and r, such that the following inverse hypothesis holds for x G M, (5.1) A1/2lxl+AlM<C4 »x«, Ä1/2lxxl + ÄlxxJI<C4llxxi.
It is also well known that the spaces M satisfy the following approximation property:
There exists C-< °° such that for 2 < s < r + 1 and z G Hs, In what follows, C will denote a constant which depends on the Lipschitz constants for a¡• and /•, a, and Cx through C6, but which is independent of 5. It will be allowed to vary from estimate to estimate. When the arguments for a(/-, f¡ are omitted we assume that the functions are evaluated at (x, t, w(x, 0> <Xx 0)-We wish to define the weighted L2 projection of v, R = R{v) G dM/dx, by rela- We can derive an estimate for t?j by differentiating (5.11) with respect to t to obtain, as in the estimate for IItî1 IIj, Q.E.D.
We apply the lemma to obtain (5.26) («U*-L-s can be proven. The estimate (5.50) cannot be improved since it can be proven by techniques similar to those used in [3] that the estimate at t = 0, A"1'2 ll«0 -Q{u0, v0)\\ + \\v0 -R{v0)\\ < CA2, cannot be improved. It can also be shown that if M = M2 (4, 5) and if the initial conditions are determined by (5.48), then the estimate (1.9) cannot be improved.
